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Abstract: Multibeam planar arrays are investigated as shared apertures for dual functionality in
millimeter-wave (mmWave) joint communication and sensing (JCAS), providing time division duplex
communication and full-duplex sensing with steerable beams. The conventional uniform planar
arrays (CUPA)s have limited angular resolution, whereas the sparse planar arrays (SPA)s are often
very costly to implement. In order to have a low-cost aperture with high angular resolution, we
propose to design a sparse tiled planar array (STPA) shared aperture. Our proposed solution is
modular tiling and uniform at the subarray level but sparse at the aperture level. The modular tiling
and sparse design of a planar array are non-convex optimization problems; however, we exploit the
fact that the more irregularity of the antenna array geometry, the less the side lobe level (SLL). In a
JCAS scenario, we compare the performance of STPA, CUPA. and SPA, regarding the spectral efficiency
of a line-of-sight (LoS) included communication link, detection loss rate, and detection accuracy rate for
sensing, and the blockage time in case of an overlapping communication and sensing beam. The SPA
for comparison has the same size and beamwidth as STPA, but less average SLL and less modular
design. The results show that the same spectral efficiency is achieved in the communication link for
CUPA, SPA, and STPA. The effect of a smaller beamwidth of the STPA and SPA is reflected in the
lower detection loss rate of them compared to that of the CUPA, but the side lobes of these sparse
solutions result in errors in the association of the detected and true targets and hence a reduction in
the detection accuracy. In such a multibeam solution for JCAS, it is critical to study blockage time,
and we show that the STPA and SPA have a 40% shorter blockage time compared to the CUPA when
a blocker moves across the LoS of the communication link. Therefore, STPA is a trade-off solution
between CUPA and SPA, since it has uniformly distributed antennas within the subarrays as in CUPA,
but a sparse solution in the whole aperture as in SPA, which guarantees the same beamwidth and
sensing performances as a SPA.

Keywords: 6G; joint communication and sensing; shared aperture; multibeam; tiled planar array;
sparse array; spectral efficiency; blockage duration; target detection; angle-of-arrival

1. Introduction

In the migration to 6G and connected smart networks, communication and sensing
devices have to be integrated to maintain the reliability of high data-rate connectivity
and to have accurate information on the surrounding operating environment [1]. There
are many open challenges for joint communication and sensing (JCAS), especially for
the co-design of communication and radar sensing functionality within a single physical
array aperture. For example, what (shared) waveform to use, what shared array aperture
configuration, and how to optimize the resource allocation, are all open to be resolved with
effectiveness and efficiency [1–4]. In this paper, our interest lies in the base station (BS)
array configuration design—a shared aperture—to optimize the JCAS performance.

Conventionally, the free-space radiation parameters, i.e., directivity, half-power
beamwidth, and side lobe level (SLL) were the figure-of-merits for designing antenna
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arrays. These free-space radiation parameters are valid for the radio propagation channels
with a dominant line-of-sight (LoS) path. However, in case of channels with considerable
non-line-of-sight (NLoS) paths, for multi-user multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO)
communications and in a dense mmWave networks [5], the spectral efficiencies of com-
munication links are the reliable performance metrics [6,7]. Therefore, for an optimal
end-to-end communication performance, the beamforming vector applied on the antennas
at the BS, and consequently the radiation pattern, shall be determined by the channel
dynamics and be configured for maximizing the spectral efficiency of communication links.
The optimized BS radiation pattern could be with a narrow or wide beamwidth and single
or multi beams. Additionally, the favorable channel of a phased array radar, particularly in
millimeter-waves (mmWave)s, is with a dominant reflected (backscattered) path, thus a
single beam with low SLL and narrow beamwidth focusing towards the scatterer is always
beneficial for improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and cross-range resolution [8].

To enable JCAS, a dynamic radiation pattern at the BS is desired, as either commu-
nication or sensing might dictate to react to the dynamic channel conditions. To enable a
dynamic radiation pattern, antenna selection, which involves synthetic changes in aperture
size and geometry [9], may be necessary.

In the presence of a LoS communication link and the direct illumination of the sensing
target, which is the case of study in this paper, instead of antenna selection and synthetic
aperture change, the use of all antenna elements in the BS is beneficial for increasing the
SNR and hence the performance of JCAS. It is stated in Ref. [10] that increasing the size of
the aperture while preserving the same antenna numbers did not improve the directivity,
but decreased the beamwidth. Therefore, we focus on designing a shared array aperture
for JCAS with a low SLL and narrow beamwidth, given a fixed aperture size. We also
focus on maintaining an appropriate number of radiating elements to reduce the system
cost and space requirements. In order to manage the number of array elements and at the
same time enhancing the performance of communication and sensing, we explore solutions
incorporating array tiling [6,7,11–14], sparse arrays [15], and modular design [10]. These
goals are studied in Ref. [16], where a reconfigurable mmWave antenna array platform
based on antenna tiles was studied and implemented for the communication applications.
Therefore, this paper extends those modular tiling solutions to the JCAS scenarios by a
sparse subarray design.

1.1. State-of-the-Art of Large Antenna Array for Communication or Sensing
1.1.1. Array Tiling

By grouping antennas into the so-called “tiles” and feeding each tile with one phase
shifter, it guarantees a large aperture with a reduced number of phase shifters, reducing
the hardware costs. Until now, the investigations on array tiling and the discussions on the
resultant performance were mainly for phased array communications [11–14] or massive
MIMO communications [6,7]. The genetic algorithm [17,18], iterative convex programming
or information-theoretic entropy concepts were used for tiling the array in a (near-)optimal
manner. Among these solutions, the authors in Ref. [11] have proposed that two adjacent
antennas can be excited by the same phase shifter, which is hence regarded as one domino
tile. If the phase centers of these dominoes are distributed with maximum entropy in the
aperture, the radiation pattern has a low SLL.

1.1.2. Sparse Modular Subarray

A narrow beamwidth of the radiation pattern of a phased array requires a large array
aperture size. To decrease the complexity of a large aperture, sparse modular arrays were
studied in Ref. [10] where the positions of the modular uniform subarrays were optimized
for the desired beamwidth and SLL. When sparse arrays are considered, clustering antennas
is another solution to avoid the complexity of transmission lines from the RF front-end
to antennas. For instance, in Refs. [19,20], the BS antenna array was designed based on
irregular clustering and sequential rotation, where the optimization problem considered
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the inter-element spacing, aperture size, and modular layout design. Due to a large
transmission distance in satellite communications, a larger aperture is desirable to lower
beamwidth, therefore the solutions for the apertures in non-terrestrial or aerial-terrestrial
communications are a source of inspiration for designing JCAS BS in this paper. For instance,
sparse subarrays are proposed in satellite-terrestrial integrated networks [21]. In non-
terrestrial networks, a sunflower sparse array of uniform hexagonal subarrays was designed
for satellite applications in Refs. [15,22].

Depending on whether separating [23] or sharing waveforms [24] between commu-
nication and sensing, the requirements for JCAS apertures are different, as in, e.g., the
number and locations of antennas and the interference mitigation. In case of the presence
of a dominant LoS path or a reflected path with high SNR, a sparse large array is beneficial
for better angle-of-arrival (AoA) estimation [8,10]. We intend to exploit the solutions men-
tioned above to design a novel large JCAS shared aperture with an affordable number of
phase shifters.

1.2. The Contributions of This Paper

As a solution for BSs, we propose a shared aperture for JCAS, as well as an auxiliary
aperture for radar full-duplex operation with a shared waveform. The proposed BS aperture
performs in time-division duplexing (TDD) downlink communication and monostatic
sensing at the duration of TDD-downlink, and uplink communication and monostatic
sensing at the duration of TDD-uplink. The proposed shared aperture for JCAS is a sparse
tiled planar array (STPA). Firstly, a large aperture with uniformly distributed antennas
is tiled by dominoes based on the maximum entropy of tile centers in the aperture. The
sunflower array is then exploited to locate the center of subarrays and lower the number of
tiles. When the tiles in subarrays are chosen, the positions of the subarrays are optimized
to lower SLL. A comparison of the designed STPA to a conventional uniform planar array
(CUPA) and a sunflower sparse planar array (SPA) with the same number of antennas is
provided. The employed SPA for comparison has the same aperture size and the same
beamwidth as the STPA, but, due to higher freedom in the location of its elements, it has less
average SLL and a less modular design. The main contributions of this paper are three-fold.

• Array configuration: In the literature, a JCAS array is communication-centric, as a
CUPA is employed in the TDD-downlink [23] or TDD-uplink [25] JCAS. Knowing
that a CUPA has a larger beamwidth and is not optimal for sensing, in this paper,
an STPA is proposed for JCAS at the BS since a narrow beamwidth of the transmit
beam (in TDD-downlink) or receive beam (in TDD-uplink) is required for proper AoA
estimation in sensing. This narrow beamwidth is profitable for increasing the number
of beams for multi-user communication as well. The numerical results are provided
for the duration of TDD-downlink, however, STPA can be adopted for TDD-uplink
and monostatic sensing at the BS by the method in Ref. [26]. Considering the large
bandwidth in JCAS at, e.g., 5G NR FR2, the irregularity introduced by tiling and sparse
subarray geometries, compared to the conventional uniform arrays, results in a low
SLL in the radiation pattern over a larger frequency band [27]. The numerical results
show that STPA has a proper SLL when the frequency is scaled up to 1.625 times the
desired frequency of operation, which results in a 42% increase in the operational
frequency of the array compared to the CUPA. A comparison of STPA to SPA shows
that SPA is applicable for a wider band, although with slightly higher SLL and more
irregularity in the aperture. However, the STPA is uniform array at the subarray level,
making it easier to maunfacture compared to SPA.

• Sensing performance: The angular resolution of the JCAS aperture is improved
by suitable adjustment of tiling and sparse design. As stated in Ref. [11], the tiled
array has the benefits of modular design and lower SLL in wider scanning angles
compared to a solely sparse design. The narrow beamwidth of the proposed STPA
compared to CUPA ensures illuminating and receiving from only the desired angle
during TDD-downlink and TDD-uplink monostatic sensing at the BS, respectively.
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The narrow beamwidth is achieved at the cost of a higher SLL compared to a CUPA,
and the effect of this drawback is observed in the resulting error in the detection
accuracy of targets.

• JCAS performance: The narrow beamwidth of STPA is beneficial for decreasing
the blockage time in a JCAS scenario, since the spectral efficiency is dropped when
the blocker reaches the narrower communication beam, i.e., we show in a JCAS
scenario that if a tracked target moves towards the boresight of aperture and blocks
the communication link, the designed STPA can have a 40% shorter blockage time
than a CUPA.

The following notations are used in this paper: (.)T and (.)∗ denote the transpose and
conjugate transpose operator, respectively. ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm.

2. Proposed STPA Configuration for JCAS, Its Design Pipeline, and Performance

In this section, we present the proposed STPA configuration and its design pipeline.
Note that the novelty in this paper lies in the novel combination of known techniques for
producing a novel STPA multibeam solution for JCAS scenarios to study communication
and sensing performances, and blockage time. First, we present the JCAS architecture
and protocol that are used in this paper. Second, we present the proposed STPA array
configuration and its design pipeline. Third, we present the communication and sensing
performance with corresponding representative channel models.

2.1. Intro: JCAS Architecture and Protocol

Let us consider a BS based on a fully connected analog array, as in Figure 1. A JCAS
aperture with Nini antennas is supposed to communicate with a single user equipment (UE)
in the TDD scheme and at the same time illuminate a sensing target by using two beams.
The number of RF beams is determined by the number of RF chains, and when accompanied
by digital beamforming, provides communication to multiple users. The interference
among these users can be mitigated by generating narrow beams with low SLLs, and this
demands a careful configuration of antenna arrays. Without loss of generality, we study the
performance of only one RF chain and one user, since other RF chains, if needed for multiple
users, are also connected to the same antennas. The JCAS aperture serves as the transmitter
(Tx) during simultaneous downlink communication and monostatic sensing, and as the
receiver (Rx) during simultaneous uplink communication and monostatic sensing. Due to
long communication subframes (e.g., 1 ms for 5G NR at FR2) and the resulting radar sensing
‘dead zone’ of maximum 150 km using TDD, a full-duplex radar sensing functionality is
mandatory for perpetual sensing of the surrounding environment. To this end, auxiliary
apertures with Naux antennas are needed to serve as the radar receiver during downlink
communication and simultaneous monostatic sensing, and as radar transmitter during
uplink communication and simultaneous monostatic sensing. The reason for having
transmit antennas at the uplink is to address the limitations of sensing solely by the
communication signal, i.e., the power resources of communication users are limited, which
affects the SNR for sensing. Additionally, these users often have beamforming toward BS,
which means that the environment is not illuminated for sensing. Furthermore the sensing
environment depends on the user’s location, which may be unknown. Therefore, having
transmit antennas at BS during uplink communication are beneficial for sensing [26].
The signal processing during downlink communication while monostatic sensing and
during uplink communication while monostatic sensing are different: the backscattered
signals from the sensing target and the uplink communication signal interfere at the
shared aperture, which operates as a JCAS receiver. In such a case, interference cancellation
techniques are needed to separate the signals. Downlink communication with simultaneous
monostatic sensing does not encounter such interference, since the auxiliary Rx only
receives the backscattered signal from the sensing target. In this paper, we focus on
simultaneous downlink communication and monostatic sensing scenarios to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed STPA. Nevertheless, the demonstrated performance is
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representative of the uplink communication and simultaneous monostatic sensing, whereas
the prerequisite interference cancellation is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1. The configuration for JCAS in BS.

Both a bistatic communication link and a monostatic radar would benefit from narrow
transmit and receive beam patterns to increase SNR. The challenging part is rather to situate
multiple focusing beams in a single JCAS aperture, and then the auxiliary arrays can be
designed accordingly. With a narrow communication and a narrow sensing beam from
the shared JCAS aperture, the auxiliary Rx can have fewer antenna numbers to decrease
the implementation costs, hence we assume Nini � Naux. Therefore, the tiling is targeted
only to the Nini antennas at the JCAS aperture, and we simply choose Naux = 1 and focus
on the JCAS aperture for the performance study of STPA. We use communication signals
with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveforms to communicate
and sense.

2.2. Proposed STPA and Its Design Pipeline
2.2.1. Design Objective for JCAS and the Proposed STPA

The objective is to design a shared aperture for JCAS operating in the band of n261 of
5G NR. It is shown in Figure 2 that θ is the elevation angle measured from z-axis and φ is
the azimuth angle measured from the x-axis. The design objectives are: a center frequency
of fc = 28 GHz with 400 MHz bandwidth, the field of view (FoV) of 30◦ in the elevation
and of 360◦ in the azimuth angles [14], symmetrical 3 dB-beamwidth of 10◦ in azimuth and
elevation domain.

z

x

y

JCAS 
aperture Auxiliary Tx

Auxiliary Rx

Figure 2. The configuration of antennas at the BS.

2.2.2. Design Pipeline

Note that the inherent problems of array tiling for the JCAS aperture in order to obtain
the smallest SLL and a sparse irregular geometry for the accurate angle estimations are
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problems of non-convex optimizations and are difficult to solve. Instead, we employ local
optimizations based on the foreknowledge in two steps, as it is shown in the flowchart of
Figure 3. The main idea of this proposed local optimization based design pipeline is based
on two scales of irregularity, namely the phase centers of tiles in the whole aperture (global
scale), and the geometry of subarrays (local scale).

• Step 1: Global scale tiling. Initially, a large CUPA is tiled for the minimum SLLs in
the radiation pattern. The tiling problem is formulated based on maximum entropy in
the distribution of the phase centers of the tiles in the array. In the schematic aperture
shown in Figure 2, assume that Nsub antennas of JCAS aperture are grouped in tiles
and fed by power dividers. The center of mass of such a tile could be considered as the
center of phase for radiation from the whole tile. The irregularity in the distributions of
these phase centers is measured with an information-theoretic entropy-based objective
function, i.e., if the entropy of the phase centers at each row and column of the
aperture is maximized, then the resulting phased array aperture has a desired SLL
while scanning. To obtain more mathematical insight into tiling based on the maximum
entropy, refer to Ref. [28].

• Step 2: Local scale subarray irregularity. The resultant tiled array can still be thinned
by grouping some tiles in subarrays and removing others. A subarray is determined
by a circle circumventing its tiles. The centers of these circles (subarrays) are obtained
by the geometry of the sunflower array since the positions of elements are control-
lable, although it is an aperiodic sparse array (see Appendix A). Essentially, other
deterministic sparse arrays, e.g., the circular array, could be utilized since this only
performs as an initialization for the next convex optimization [29]. The radius of
a circle is a thinning parameter for the aperture, which can be tuned to reach the
desired SLL with a minimum number of tiles. It is assumed that the phase centers
of tiles are still distributed with a maximum entropy after thinning of the aperture,
but the inter-distances among subarrays increases the SLL, however, the resultant
empty space between subarrays can be exploited to optimize the location of subarrays
efficiently to decrease the SLL (see Appendix B).

When the JCAS aperture with the desired SLL and beamwidth is achieved, we compare
its performance with conventional CUPA and SPA.

Step 2Step 1

Uniform 

planar array 

Tiling based on 

maximum entropy

Subarray selection 

by sunflower array

Optimize the locations of 

subarrays by iterative 

convex optimization

Sparse tiled 

planar array 

Performance 

of arrays for 

JCAS 

Communication: 

spectral efficiency 

Sensing: 

angular resolution

No overlapping of communication

 and sensing beams

Overlapping of communication

 and sensing beams: blockage time

UE blocks the sensing 

link

Sensing target blocks the 

communication link

Figure 3. The flowchart of designing STPA.

2.2.3. Expanded Beam Pattern

The radiation field of an array with isotropically radiating elements in (u, v)-space can
be obtained by:

f (u, v) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

αnejΩn ejk(uxn+vyn), u = sin θ cos φ, v = sin θ sin φ (1)

where N is the number of radiating elements, and αn and Ωn are the amplitude and phase
of excitation, respectively, k = 2π/λ is the wave-number at the wavelength λ, and xn and
yn are the positions of antennas in Cartesian coordinates. The radiation field in (1) can scan
toward the angle ∆g = (ug, vg) by the proper weighting of amplitudes and phases. In the
case of conventional beamforming, which is based on only phase excitation in the elements,
the weights are αn = 1, Ωn = −jk(ugxn + vgyn). The radiation pattern is then as follows:

F(u, v; ug, vg) =
1

N2

∣∣∣∣ N

∑
n=1

ejk
(
(u−ug)xn+(v−vg)yn

)∣∣∣∣2 (2)
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In order to assure that the designed STPA bears the desired SLL and beamwidth in all
scanning directions ∆gs, the expanded beam pattern (EBP) is employed, as in Ref. [10]:

Fζ(ũ, ṽ) =
1

N2

∣∣∣∣ N

∑
n=1

ejkζ(ũxn+ṽyn)

∣∣∣∣2, ζ = 1 + sin(θmax) (3)

where ũ = u− ug, ṽ = v− vg. The scanning of the beam in the whole 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ without
grating lobes is not practical, therefore the desired angle of view is 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ θmax where
θmax is the maximum of angle θ. The SLL for Fζ(ũ, ṽ) is studied to ensure an appropriate
SLL in all scanning angles.

2.3. JCAS Scenarios and Performance Metrics

The performance metric for communication is spectral efficiency, which represents
the number of bits transmitted per second in a specific bandwidth [30], and for sensing,
the performance metric is angular resolution, which determines the smallest angle between
two targets that are distinguishable for the radar [31]. The communication and sensing
performances, as shown in Figure 4a–c, include cases without and with overlapping
beams when the UE blocks the sensing link and also when the sensing target blocks the
communication link. The overlapping occurs when:

(uc − us)
2 + (vc − vs)

2 < r2
b (4)

where (uc, vc) and (us, vs) are the angles of communication and sensing beams, respectively,
and rb is the radius of the beamwidth in (u, v)-space. The user element may demonstrate
some backscattering in reality, and a comprehensive study including the radar-cross-section
of a user in a JCAS scenario is presented in Ref. [32], where the communication user is also
the target for sensing. In pursuit of simplicity, we suppose that the user occupies only one
range-angle bin and has a negligible reflection of electromagnetic waves. Additionally, we
assume that the energy transmitted in the communication beam of the BS reaches the user
after propogation loss and is captured by the user.

BS

Sensing target UE

BS BS

  

 

𝑡  𝑟𝑟𝑡  𝑟

𝑟𝑟  𝑟𝑟  

 

𝑟𝑈𝐸𝑟𝑈𝐸  

L
o

S
 p

ath

Target path

(a) (b) (c)

Communication Tx beam

Sensing Tx beam

Sensing Rx beam

Figure 4. The scenarios for JCAS in downlink communication, (a) without overlapping of commu-
nication and sensing beams, (b) with overlapping of communication and sensing beams, when the
UE blocks the sensing link, and (c) forthcoming overlapping of communication and sensing beams,
when the sensing target can block the communication link.

2.3.1. JCAS Scenario 1: Non-Overlapping Communication and Sensing Beam Directions

Let us consider the scenario in Figure 4a. A geometric model for both communication
and sensing is assumed to include L multipath signals with the angle-of-departure (AoD),
(θT,l , φT,l) and angle-of-arrival (AoA), (θR,l , φR,l). The time-varying channel [33] can be
expressed as:

H =
L

∑
l=1

blδ(t− τl)ej2π fD,l taT(θT,l , φT,l)a
T
R(θR,l , φR,l) (5)
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where bl is the complex value modeling signal attenuation, τl is the propagation delay, and
fD,l is the Doppler frequency. aT and aR are the steering vectors for transmit and receive
arrays in the directions of multipath AoD and AoA, respectively. The channel (5) might also
include the LoS path for communication. Note that H ∈ CNJCAS×NR , where NJCAS denotes
the number of radiating elements (either tiles or single-antennas) in the JCAS aperture,
and NR is the number of antennas in the receive aperture of the UE for the communication
channel or the auxiliary aperture in BS for monostatic sensing.

The multibeam weighting vector at the JCAS aperture is [24]:

wJCAS =
√

ρwc +
√
(1− ρ)ws (6)

where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the power allocation factor between beams, which equals 0.5 in this
paper. wc ∈ CNJCAS×1 is the weighting vector for communication and is calculated by the
right singular vector of the channel corresponding to the maximum singular value of H
with ‖wc‖2

F = 1 [34]. ws ∈ CNJCAS×1 denotes the weighting vector for sensing to a desired
direction ∆s = (θs, φs) and calculated by ws = a∗T(θs, φs)/‖aT(θs, φs)‖F.

Communication Performance: We use spectral efficiency as the performance metric
for communication. With Gaussian symbols transmitted in a mmWave channel, the spectral
efficiency is [34]:

R = log2det
(

1 +
H∗w∗JCASwJCASH

σ2
n

)
(7)

where σ2
n denotes the variance of a zero-mean Gaussian noise.

Sensing Performance: The main figure of merit of sensing in a JCAS scenario is
the detection of targets as well as the angular-delay-Doppler estimates of targets. While
the waveform configuration, including the subcarriers and bandwidth as well as symbol
duration and the number of coherent processing symbols, determine the delay/range
and Doppler estimates, respectively, the array configuration determines the accuracy and
ambiguity of AoA/AoD estimates.

Assume that Nd OFDM symbols are required for a coherent processing interval for
Doppler estimation. Ne and Na are the number of elevation and azimuth angles, respec-
tively, and Ne × Na angles form a full sensing coverage. We suppose that self-interference
is already canceled by a combination of passive [35] and active methods [26,36], therefore
the received signal at the auxiliary Rx is simplified [24] to:

ỹn,na ,q = h̃n,na ,q s̃n + z̃n,

h̃n,na ,q =
L

∑
l=1

blw
T
JCASaT(θT,l , φT,l)e−j2πnτl f0 ej2π fD,l(qTs+(na−1)Tf ),

(8)

where q = (ne − 1)Nd + nd, 1 ≤ ne ≤ Ne, 1 ≤ nd ≤ Nd, 1 ≤ n ≤ Nsc, 1 ≤ na ≤ Na, ỹn,na ,q
is the received signal at nth subcarrier, when sensing the angle indexed by (na, ne). z̃n is
the noise sample and s̃n is the baseband signal for the subcarrier n. While Ts is the symbol
duration, f0 = 1/Ts. The number of subcarriers and symbols for coherent processing is
determined by Nsc = c0Ts/(2∆r) and Nd = c0/(2 fc∆vTs), respectively, where c0 is the
speed of light in free-space, and ∆r and ∆v denote the range and velocity resolutions,
respectively. It is assumed that the communication beam is constant during Tf , the time of
one communication packet. At each scanning angle, ws and consequently wJCAS in (6) are
calculated, and ỹn,na ,q is obtained by (8).

• Range-Doppler Estimates. To estimate the range-Doppler of targets, first s̃n is re-
moved from the received signal and then the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and
fast Fourier transform (FFT) are applied [23] as:

c̃n,na ,q = ỹn,na ,q/s̃n = h̃n,na ,q − z̃n
/

s̃n,

Dna ,ne = FFTn[IFFTk[c̃n,na ,q]]
(9)
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where Dna ,ne ∈ CNd×Nsc is the range-Doppler profile when scanning the angle indexed
by (na, ne).

• Angular estimates. The angle estimation is based on beamforming through weighting
vector ws. As the sensing is in the scanning mode, the Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) for the angle estimation of ∆ is [10]:

CRLB∆ ∝
θ2

3dB
SNR

, where SNR =
E[|h̃n,na ,k|2]
E[|z̃n

/
s̃n|2]

, (10)

where θ3dB is the 3 dB-beamwidth of the radiation pattern of the array, which is
assumed to be constant for all the angles ∆s in FoV, and SNR is the signal-to-noise
ratio defined by (10) according to (9).

2.3.2. JCAS Scenario 2: Overlapping Communication and Sensing Beams When the UE
Blocks the Sensing Target

Communication Performance. When the UE blocks the sensing link, the two beams
are aligned and superimposed; the whole energy is captured by the UE, then the spectral
efficiency is increased. Since wJCAS =

√
2wc, the superimposed channel is R = log2det(1 +

2H∗H
/

σ2
n). This happens either in the scanning mode of sensing or the tracking mode with

the range of the target being larger than the range of UE as in Figure 4b.
Sensing Performance. When the UE blocks the sensing target, the BS can no longer

sense/detect the target and the BS has lost the target; on the other side, the target does not
cause communication link degradation.

2.3.3. JCAS Scenario 3: Overlapping Communication and Sensing Beams When the
Sensing Target Blocks the UE

Let us study the overlapping when the range of the target is smaller than the range of
the UE, as in Figure 4c. It is supposed that the human as the target occupies only one angle
step, is tracked, and the sensing beam is aligned with the angle of the target. Whether the
human is a point or an extended target, depends on the spatial resolutions. The maximum
bandwidth of the n261 band of 5G is 400 MHz, which equals 37.5 cm range resolution.
Besides, the distance of a human from the BS can be, e.g., 70 m, then in such a distance with
a 10◦ beamwidth of the aperture, the cross-range resolution equals 6.1 m. The assumption
in this paper is that a human can fit in a single spatial bin, and is a point target. The
mono-static radar-cross-section (RCS) of the human, which also depends on the incident
angle, is [−3.6,−5.2] dBsm at 28 GHz [37].

Communication Performance. When an environment object moves into the Fresnel
zone of the communication link, the target first serves as the multipath reflector/scatterer
and results in multipath interferenced to the LoS signal of the communication link; then the
target, depending on its RCS, could totally block the communication link and cause deep
fading and thus severe communication link quality degradation. When the target moves
towards the communication link, the beams are overlapping, the LoS link vanishes and
blockage occurs. In order to model the blockage, the following channel model from BS to
the single antenna UE is considered with and without blockage [38,39]:

H =

{
HLoS + HNLoS + Htarget,1 if no overlapping beams,
HNLoS + Htarget,2 if beams overlapping,

(11)

where:

HLoS = aT(θUE, φUE)gT(θUE, φUE)gR(θBS, φBS)
λ

4πrUE
e−j 2π

λ rUE ,

Htarget,s = aT(θt, φt)gT(θt, φt)gR(θr, φr)
λ

4πdt
Γt,se−j 2π

λ dt , s ∈ {1, 2}, dt = rt + rr,
(12)
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where HNLoS is the same channel (5) as described in Section 2.3.1, Htarget,1 and Htarget,2
denote the channel of BS-target-UE before or after the blockage and during the blockage,
respectively. gT and gR denote the gains of antennas at BS and UE, respectively. (θUE, φUE)
and (θBS, φBS) are the angles of the UE viewing from BS and BS viewing from UE respec-
tively. (θt, φt) and (θr, φr) denote the angles of the target viewing from BS and target
viewing from UE, respectively. rt and rr are the distance between the target and the BS,
and the target and the UE, respectively. Γt,1 which models the reflection and scattering
from the human is calculated by [38]:

Γt,1(δ) =
εb sin δ−

√
εb − cos2 δ

εb sin δ +
√

εb − cos2 δ
+ CN (0, σ2

b ) (13)

where δ is the incident angle on the body, εb is the complex permittivity of the body and a
zero-mean Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation of σb models the non-flat
body and swinging limbs. Besides, when the human blocks the LoS link, the result is 20 dB
attenuation of power at the receiver UE [40], therefore Γt,2, which denotes the diffraction
coefficient, equals 0.1 at the operation frequency of 28 GHz. We assume that the target
moves in a line perpendicular to the LoS path where φt = φUE and only the angle θt varies,
and its Doppler effects on Htarget,s are negligible. The channel modeled in (11) is used for
calculating the spectral efficiency.

Sensing Performance. As the sensing is in the tracking mode, we adopt the Bayesian
CRLB (BCRLB) for the point target tracking. The Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) at the ηth

epoch can be written as [41]:
Jη = JD

η + JP
η (Jη−1) (14)

where JD
η is the data information matrix and JP

η is the prior information matrix that
depends on the JD

η−1. The elements of the data FIM, JD
η for the delay, Doppler, and

angle are related directly to the SNR at each epoch, however, data FIM for the angle
is also inversely related to the 3 dB-beamwidth of the JCAS aperture [41]. When the
tracked target is at the angle (θs, φs), according to (8), the radar channel is related to
wT

JCASaT(θs, φs) ≈ 1/
√

2wT
s aT(θs, φs) in case of no overlapping and orthogonality of beams,

and wT
JCASaT(θs, φs) ≈

√
2wT

s aT(θs, φs) when the beams are overlapping, therefore SNR
in (10), when beams are overlapping, is four times larger than that of no overlapping.
A decrease in BCRLB is expected in the overlapping of beams, and the magnitude of the
decrease depends on the prior information as well, which we do not study in detail.

3. Numerical Analysis
3.1. JCAS STPA—A Design Example

Following the JCAS aperture design pipeline in Figure 3, let us start with a uniform
array with Ax × Ay = 30× 30 elements, with λ/2 inter-element distance where λ is the
wavelength at the center frequency of operation fc = 28 GHz.

First in a global scale, the uniformly and planarly placed antennas are tiled with
dominoes based on the maximum entropy, as shown in Figure 5a. In order to show the
capability of this large tiled array when scanning to θmax = 30◦ according to 5G base station
requirements [14], its EBP, which corresponds to the scanning by linear beamforming, is
shown in Figure 5b, where the maximum SLL is−13.24 dB and the beamwidth is rb = 0.065.

Second, on a local scale, the sunflower array is used to thin these dominoes. In order to
cover the whole aperture, the distance between two neighboring elements of the sunflower
array is related to the parameter s = 3.5λ (see Appendix A). The domino tiles that are
in rc distance from the elements of the sunflower are chosen for the subarrays, and the
thinning rate depends on this rc. The simulation showed that rc = 1.15λ provides the
best performance for low SLL and minimum required tiles, which results in 125 dominoes
overall, as shown in Figure 6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The tiled array with dominoes (the colors are only for differentiating the tiles), (b) its
EBP with the blue circle with radius r̃b = 0.043 denotes the 3 dB-beamwidth of the main beam in
(ũ, ṽ)-space. The beamwidth in (u, v)-space is then rb = ζ r̃b = 0.065.

Figure 6. The subarrays chosen based on the sunflower array. The crosses denote the phase centers
of the dominoes, the red circles show the centers of the subarrays, and the blue squares demonstrate
the chosen dominoes in each subarray.

This elimination of dominoes increases the maximum SLL (reaching −10.93 dB),
however, the locations of subarrays can also be optimized for improving the SLL via
iterative convex optimization (see Appendix B). The parameters in the position optimization
of subarrays for an EBP with ζ = 1.5 are r̃b = 0.043 for the main beamwidth and µ = λ/25
for the maximum of position steps. The angles 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ and −180◦ ≤ φ < 180◦ are
swept with 1◦. The objective function is to minimize the maximum SLL in the EBP. As
shown in Figure 7a,b, the optimization reaches a maximum SLL of −13.95 dB. For mutual
coupling and implementation considerations, the distances of each tile in a subarray to the
adjacent tiles in other subarrays are checked to be larger than λ, which is shown in Figure 7c.
The EBP of the final geometry has an SLL of −13.5 dB (due to the linear approximation in
the optimization) while having a beamwidth of r̃b = 0.043 as shown in Figure 7d. This final
array geometry in Figure 7a will be used for JCAS performance evaluation.

The performance of this proposed STPA is analyzed in various scenarios in comparison
to the classical CUPA and SPA. CUPA is a common choice for communication applications,
whereas SPA is often utilized in sensing applications. For a fair comparison in regard
to antenna element numbers, CUPA is constructed by a rectangular uniform array with
12× 12 antennas; 19 antennas at the 4 corners, which are indicated by plus markers in
Figure 8a, are removed and 125 antennas remain which construct a uniform planar array
that is almost symmetric in x and y axes as in Figure 8a. Figure 8d shows the EBP of this
CUPA with a maximum SLL of −15.6 dB. The SPA design is based on the pattern of a
sunflower array [42] with 125 antennas. Note that a maximum SLL for such SPA can even
be −16.75 dB when its aperture radius equals 3.7λ. However, we require the same aperture
radius and beamwidth as that for STPA, therefore we apply an aperture radius of 6.8λ as in
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Figure 8b, and the resultant maximum SLL is −10.59 dB as in Figure 8e, which is higher
than maximum SLL of STPA −13.41 dB as in Figure 8f.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. (a) The final geometry of subarrays where the blue squares are the centers of domino tiles,
(b) maximum SLL during iterative optimization on the position of subarrays, (c) d

ti ,tj
s , the distance of

tiles ti and tj when they are not in the same subarray and the x-axis is the enumeration of {ti, tj} pairs
and (d) the EBP of aperture with the blue circle on the main beam indicating the 3 dB-beamwidth.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. The elements configurations for (a) CUPA, (b) SPA and (c) STPA. The EBP with ζ = 1.5 for
(d) CUPA, (e) SPA and (f) STPA.
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3.1.1. Robustness of STPA to Wideband Operation

The EBPs in Figure 8d–f are obtained at the center frequency fc, however, these aper-
tures will be employed in wideband JCAS. Therefore, a study on the SLLs of EBPs versus a
change in the operating frequency is required. The decrease from fc is not problematic on
the SLLs since the wavelength is increased and the distance between elements is already
enough for radiation with low SLLs. Then, the increase of operating frequency from fc is
studied. Figure 9 demonstrates how these designed apertures perform with an increase in
the frequency of operation. We observe that the EBP of STPA at f / fc = 1.625 still shows a
maximum SLL of −11.41 dB, but the CUPA suffers from high SLL (grating lobes). The max-
imum frequencies for CUPA and STPA are 1.125 fc and 1.625 fc, respectively. Due to a
higher irregularity of the SPA and its sufficient inter-distances of antennas, the maximum
SLL for SPA does not vary much. SPA demonstrates a maximum SLL of −10.59 dB that is
constant over the considered bandwidth.

Figure 9. The level of maximum SLL in EBP with ζ = 1.5 for CUPA, SPA and STPA.

3.1.2. Practical STPA Design

An example of an STPA is simulated in CST Studio. The radiating elements are patch
antennas, as in Figure 10a, designed on the Rogers RO3003 substrate with a thickness
of 0.25 mm, a relative permittivity of εr = 3, a copper cladding thickness of 35 µm, and
excited by discrete ports. At fc = 28 GHz, the 10 dB-bandwidth is 863 MHz and the
3 dB-beamwidth is θ3dB < 29.1◦ for various φs. Upon the knowledge of the positions of
phase centers for tiles, as shown in Figure 7a and the orientation of dominoes (horizontal
or vertical), the STPA has obtained and shown in Figure 10b. The radiation from the
STPA can be simulated by simultaneous excitation of the two horizontally or vertically
juxtaposed patch antennas (corresponding to a tile) with the same phase. The number of
patch antennas is 250, whereas the number of phase shifters and tiles is 125. As an example,
the S11 parameters of 18 antennas (9 dominoes) at subarray 1 are shown in Figure 10c
when all antennas are excited simultaneously for scanning (θ, φ) = (0◦, 0◦) and Figure 10d
for scanning (θ, φ) = (30◦, 45◦). The changes in the resonance frequency and magnitude of
S11 are noticeable due to the mutual coupling effects. The radiation from the STPA at the
frequency of 28 GHz and beamformed to boresight (θ, φ) = (0◦, 0◦) is shown in Figure 10e
where the maximum directivity is 29.4 dB, the 3 dB-beamwidth is 8◦, and the maximum
SLL is −13.6 dB, whereas in case of beamformed towards (θ, φ) = (30◦, 45◦), the maximum
directivity is 26.5 dB, the maximum SLL reaches −11.9 dB and 3 dB-beamwidth to 9.2◦,
as shown in Figure 10f. The decrease of directivity and SLL suppression in the full-wave
simulations is due to the non-isotropic radiation of patch antennas, the mutual coupling
effects, and the asymmetric radiations of horizontal and vertical tiles.
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(a) (b)

S11 when scanning 

(c)

S11 when scanning 

(d)

(e) (f)

Figure 10. (a) The geometry of the patch antenna element in CST, with the red dot denoting the
feeding point (b) the arrays of antennas and the blue circle denoting subarray 1, (c) S11-parameters
of 18 antennas at subarray 1 when scanning (θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦), (d) S11-parameters of 18 antennas at
subarray 1 when scanning (θ = 30◦, φ = 45◦) (e) the radiation pattern of the array when scanning
(θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦) (f) the radiation pattern of the array when scanning (θ = 30◦, φ = 45◦).

3.2. STPA Performances in JCAS Scenarios and Benchmarking

Above, we have demonstrated the practicality of implementing STPA by using full-
wave simulation (hence feasible for fabrication). We now proceed with communication
and sensing scenarios and performances. In order to focus on the array configuration and
for the sake of the simulation consistency, we use the analytical model of the STPA with
isotropic radiating elements (instead of the CST full-wave model) for analyzing the JCAS
performance in comparison with CUPA and SPA.
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3.2.1. Communication Performance in Scenario 1: Non-Overlapping Communication and
Sensing Beams

We consider the situation in Figure 4a and assume a UE with a single-isotropic antenna
in the range of rUE = 50 m and an angle of (θUE, φUE) = (20◦, 50◦). The channel in (5)
from the JCAS aperture to the user is modeled by a dominant LoS path, besides NLoS
paths, which include Ncl = 8 clusters each with Nray = 10 rays and having 10 dB power
less than the LoS path. The overall power of the channel, including LoS and NLoS paths,
is normalized for the channel, as in [14]. The scatters are distributed uniformly within all
elevations 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ and azimuth −180◦ ≤ φ < 180◦ angles. The channel from BS to
the user via the target Htarget,1 is also considered in the NLoS path. Based on the estimated
channel and desired scanning angles, wJCAS and based on that, the spectral efficiency R
can be calculated. The average of R from 200 channel realizations is obtained, where the
scatters at random angles are generated at each realization. As shown in Figure 11, all
apertures demonstrate the same spectral efficiency for the LoS communication, since the
gains of the three apertures at the direction of the UE are equal. However, the advantages of
STPA are its modular design compared to SPA and the superiority of its sensing capabilities
over CUPA, which is studied in the following section.

Figure 11. The spectral efficiency for the designed CUPA, SPA, and STPA when there is no overlapping
of communication and sensing beams. SNR denotes the SNR level in the LoS path.

3.2.2. Sensing Performance in Scenario 1: Non-Overlapping Communication and
Sensing Beams

One of the key performance metrics for sensing is the angular resolution in the scan-
ning mode, which is studied here for the STPA in comparison to CUPA and SPA. STPA
and SPA have a smaller beamwidth than CUPA and presumably perform better at target
detection [10]. Besides, the quality of SLLs is different for STPA and SPA, which influences
the detection results. We adopt a Monte Carlo simulation to study these effects. The
scenario in Figure 4a is considered, where UE and the targets are distributed in the FoV of
JCAS apertures. Suppose that UE is located in the same range and angle as before and the
targets are in a square region at z-axis, and generate Ntargets point targets at ztargets = 70 m,
as shown in Figure 12. The targets have the same velocities of vtargets = 20 m/s and their
x and y coordinates are sampled uniformly from x ∈ [xmin, xmax] and y ∈ [ymin, ymax]
where xmax = −xmin = ymax = −ymin = ztargets × tan θmax. Note that if a target coincides
with the angle of UE, it is neglected. Suppose Ap = [ap

1 , ..., ap
Ntargets

] is a matrix containing

the Cartesian coordinates of pth set of targets, where ap
nt = (xp

nt , yp
nt) for nth

t target. The
radiation gain of JCAS tiles and auxiliary antennas, and the noise figure of the receiver,
are assumed to be unit. Then, the two-way channel gain in (5) is bl =

λ2

(4π)3/2r2
l
, where rl

is the range of lth target. The carrier frequency is fc = 28 GHz and the symbol duration
equals Ts = 51.2 µs. The coherent processing duration for Doppler estimation is NdTs
and a communication packet includes NdNe symbols. Here, we intend to compare these
apertures in the worst scenario, namely all targets are located at the same range and velocity
bins but different cross-range bins. Therefore, to expedite the Monte Carlo simulations,
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simply Nsc = 8 and Nd = 8. The spatial sampling is adjustable according to the purpose
of scanning, here Nx = Ny = 60 provides sufficient resolutions, where Nx and Ny are
the numbers of bins in the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. We applied a conversion from
Cartesian to spherical coordinate on the points in FoV and then utilized (8) to generate
synthetic data, and then employed (9) for range-Doppler and angle estimation of targets.
The images in x-y plane are generated, and cell averaging 2D constant false alarm rate
(CA-CFAR) detection is applied with a guard band size of [2, 2] and a training band size of
[5, 5]. As CA-CFAR determines its threshold based on a measured SNR in training cells to
guarantee a constant probability of false-alarm PFA, a variation of SNR in simulations is
therefore pointless. Instead, we study a variation in PFA = {10−3, 10−2, 10−1}. Depending
on the level of threshold resulting from different PFAs, the number of detection points can
vary. The density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is applied
to cluster the detected points, where a threshold for a neighborhood search radius of 0.05
and a minimum number of neighbors of 1 are considered. Then the number of clusters is
the number of detected targets Ndetected

targets and the centroid of each cluster is supposed to be
the coordinate of the detected target. The association of the estimated and true targets is
based on the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm, where a single nearest neighbor to a
true target is determined by the Minkowski distance of second.

z

x

y

JCAS 
aperture

Auxiliary Tx

Auxiliary Rx

Target

Figure 12. The investigation domain in FoV for scenario 1.

Before introducing the quantitative metrics for comparison of sensing by these aper-
tures, an example of a sensing scenario is provided here. The detection of 8 randomly
generated targets at SNR = 10 dB and PFA = 10−2 are simulated. The normalized images
and qualitative performance are shown in Figure 13a,b for CUPA, where only 5 targets are
detected and 3 are missed. In Figure 13c,d for SPA, 7 targets are estimated and 1 target is
missed. Finally, in Figure 13e,f for STPA, 6 targets are estimated and 2 are missed.

Therefore, we adopt two quantitative performance metrics; namely detection loss rate
(DLR) and root-mean-square error (RMSE). Due to different beamwidths, the maximum de-
tectable targets Nmax

targets for these apertures are different, and considering a symmetrical FoV
of 2θmax in x and y axes as in Figure 12b, it is obtained by Nmax

targets = b(2θmax)/(θ3dB/2)c2.
Considering the radiation patterns in Figure 8d–f, the 3 dB-beamwidths θ3dB for CUPA,
SPA, and STPA are 24◦, 10◦ and 10◦, respectively, therefore Nmax,CUPA

targets = 25 and Nmax,SPA
targets =

Nmax,STPA
targets = 144. Knowing 0 < Ndetected,p

targets < Nmax
targets for pth set of targets, we define a

normalized detection (ND) as NDp = Ndetected,p
targets

/
Nmax

targets which, as a random variable,
follows a Beta distribution with an average value of µND. DLR basically accounts for the
discrepancy in the number of detected Ndetected

targets and true targets Ntargets, and is defined as:

DLR =
|µND Nmax

targets − Ntargets|
|Nmax

targets − Ntargets|
(15)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 13. Normalized images, associated, missed, and true targets for (a,b) CUPA, (c,d) SPA,
and (e,f) STPA.

Ideally, DLR equals zero, however, it is often a positive number, particularly when
Ntargets increases or the angular resolution of the aperture is limited, therefore 0 < DLR < 1,
and it is the first metric for comparison. The RMSE of true and estimated targets is
defined as:

RMSE(Âp, Ap) =

√√√√ 1
Ntargets

Ntargets

∑
nt=1

|âp
nt − ap

nt |2 (16)
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where Âp denotes the estimated coordinates of pth set of targets. The RMSE as a random
variable can be modeled by Rayleigh distribution, with an average value of µRMSE, which is
the second metric to compare the performance of these apertures. The process of generating
targets and calculating DLR and RMSE is repeated for P = 200 times at SNR = 10 dB.
DLR and µRMSE are calculated for these apertures in PFA = {10−3, 10−2, 10−1} and
Ntargets = {4, 8, 12}. Figure 14a–c demonstrate that DLR for CUPA is larger than SPA and
STPA in any PFA and Ntargets. STPA also has higher DLR than SPA. The effect of the increase
in Ntargets can be observed in all apertures where DLR increases accordingly. The increase
in PFA results in the decrease in DLR for all apertures.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14. The DLR when (a) Ntargets = 4, (b) Ntargets = 8 and (c) Ntargets = 12.

Figure 15a–c shows the µRMSE for these apertures, where the performances, al-
though similar, are still comparable, as in µCUPA

RMSE > µSTPA
RMSE > µSPA

RMSE for all PFAs and
Ntargetss. Although the angular resolutions of SPA and STPA are smaller than CUPA,
the differences in µRMSE are small due to the possible side lobes, which can create ghost
targets and result in errors in the location of targets. By observing the EBP of SPA and STPA
in Figure 9e,f, the SLLs in the neighborhood of the main beam at (ũ, ṽ) = (0, 0) in STPA are
higher than that of SPA, which causes more errors in the accurate detection and association
of targets, therefore µSTPA

RMSE > µSPA
RMSE.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. The average of RMSE when (a) Ntargets = 4, (b) Ntargets = 8 and (c) Ntargets = 12.

3.2.3. Communication Performance in Scenario 2: Overlapping Communication and
Sensing Beams When UE Blocks the Sensing Target

As the same waveform is used for both beams, when overlapping occurs either in
the scanning mode or in the tracking mode with the range of the tracking target being
larger than the range of the UE, which is the case in Figure 4b, the signal power at the UE is
increased, therefore spectral efficiency is supposed to increase. Let us consider that if the
user is at the angle (θUE, φUE) = (20◦, 50◦), the sensing is in the scanning mode and the
sensing beam first scans over azimuth at the elevation θ = 20◦ and then over elevation at
azimuth φ = 50◦ angles. The average spectral efficiencies at an SNR of 10 dB are presented
in Figure 16a,b. The deviation from the spectral efficiency without overlapping is noticeable
for the STPA only when the difference between the communication angle and scanning
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angle is 10◦, whereas this number for the CUPA is 24◦. STPA and SPA perform similarly in
this case. Figure 16a,b and the discussion above on the communication link are also valid
for the tracking mode of a target with a larger range than the UE, e.g., rUE = 70 m and
rt = 140 m, since the tracking and communication beams are overlapping and the power
in the resultant aggregated beam is captured by the UE. Regarding sensing performance
in these cases, the received signal at the BS from the scanning or tracking beam when it
reaches the angle of the UE is negligible due to weak reflection from UE, which is the
assumption in this paper. In the overlapping when the tracked target is behind the UE,
the received reflected signal at the BS is zero again and the target is also lost. The spectral
efficiency of the communication link increased since the sensing and communication beam
have the same waveform, if one intends to use separate waveforms in separate beams, then
beam overlapping is detrimental for the SNR at the user.

(a) (b)

Figure 16. The effect of the scanning beam on the spectral efficiency for the STPA compared with
CUPA and SPA while scanning in (a) azimuth, and (b) elevation.

3.2.4. Communication Performance in Scenario 3: Overlapping Communication and
Sensing Beams When the Sensing Target Blocks the UE

The range for UE is considered to be rUE = 70 m, the target body moves at the constant
azimuth of φt = 50◦, perpendicular to the LoS path, crossing it at rm = 35 m, as in Figure 4c.
The parameters for the body in (13) are assumed as εb = 0.1− j2.33, σb = 0.45 dB [38]
and the incident angle on the body δ = θt. The variation of spectral efficiency at an SNR
of 10 dB for the STPA, CUPA, and SPA are shown in Figure 17. There is an increased
oscillation in the spectral efficiency just before and after blockage occurrence, which is due
to the constructive and destructive addition of Htarget,1 and HLoS [43]. The most noticeable
difference between the STPA and CUPA is the time of blockage where the STPA, due to its
narrower beamwidth, has a shorter blockage time. In these scenarios, the blockage time
is proportional to the overlapping angles of communication and sensing beam, hence it
is observed in Figure 17 that the STPA has a 40% shorter blockage time than CUPA in the
scanning of the elevation angle. The blockage time and oscillation of STPA and SPA are not
noticeably different.
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Figure 17. The spectral efficiency when the target blocks the LOS path at the angle θt = 20◦.

3.3. Findings from Benchmarking

In this paper, we assumed a scenario with a dominant LoS path, therefore the increase
in the average SLL due to tiling and sparse design of STPA and SPA was not detrimental
to communication performance, as all apertures demonstrated the same spectral effi-
ciency. The sensing performance of STPA is between CUPA and SPA. The effect of smaller
beamwidth of STPA and SPA is reflected in a smaller DLR than the one of CUPA. However,
the higher SLLs of SPA and STPA can still result in errors in detection, which results in
similar RMSE for these three apertures. The results demonstrate that the SPA has slightly
smaller DLR and RMSE than the ones of STPA. This was expected as SPA has a lower
average SLL than STPA due to the freedom in the location of its elements, but this freedom
makes the manufacturing of SPA more complex. STPA is uniformly distributed in the
subarray level and easier to manufacture, although it still has a sparse subarray structure.

4. Conclusions

Analog beamforming arrays can increase the gain of radiation and overcome propaga-
tion attenuation in millimeter wave communication and sensing links. Therefore, in alliance
with the fully-connected analog beamforming arrays, a sparse tiled planar array (STPA) is
proposed for joint communication and sensing (JCAS) applications. The benchmarks are a
conventional uniform planar array (CUPA) and a sparse planar array (SPA).

• The array configuration of STPA is based on a modular design, narrow beamwidth, and
decreased number of phase shifters. The design is based on maximum entropy in the
phase centers of the tiles in the array and sparse subarrays. The results show that an
STPA with 125 domino tiles has stable radiation up to 1.625 times the center frequency
of operation, whereas this number is 1.125 for CUPA. A realistic radiation pattern of
an STPA, including antenna imperfections, is shown by full-wave simulation.

• The results show improvement in sensing performance , namely, when the sensing
and communication beams are not overlapping, CUPA, SPA, and STPA guarantee
the same spectral efficiency in the communication link, whereas a better angular
resolution is achieved by SPA and STPA in sensing, e.g., the simulations show that the
detection loss rate for STPA and SPA are less than for CUPA. The side lobes in SPA
and STPA also result in the same average error in detection as CUPA. The percentages
of improvement in detection loss and accuracy depend on the number of targets and
false-alarm probability, which were the parameters of study.

• JCAS performance is analyzed through blockage time when the sensing beam is tracking
a target and overlapping with the communication beam. As SPA and STPA have a
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narrower beamwidth than the CUPA, the blockage time is 40% shorter while the target
moves towards the boresight of the apertures. Finally, we conclude that STPA can be
utilized when a smaller beamwith with a modular design is desired, otherwise SPA
still outperforms STPA in sensing performance.

In future works, there is space to further improve the aperture efficiency of the de-
signed STPA. This can be tackled by assigning tiles with different sizes to the outer sub-
arrays. Regarding communication, the effect of SLLs of SPA and STPA on the NLoS and
multi-users communication case is still an open question. Regarding sensing, the tracking
of extended or multiple targets demands a dynamic pattern configuration in which narrow
beamwidth or high SLL may not be optimum. Therefore, beam squinting or antenna
selections can also be applied then.
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Appendix A. Sunflower Array

The sunflower array can demonstrate the same radiation pattern as a uniform array,
but with a lower number of antennas. In polar coordinates, the mth element of the sunflower
array (ρm, ψm) is obtained by [15]:

ρm = s
√

m
π

, ψm = 2πmτ where m = 1, 2, ..., M (A1)

where s is the parameter relating the distance of two neighbor elements, τ denotes the
angular displacement of two consecutive elements, which equals 1.618 the golden ratio,
and M is the number of elements.

Appendix B. Position Optimization

The positions of subarrays are optimized based on an iterative convex optimization.
Let us consider the expanded radiation field of the array in (ũ, ṽ)-space as:

fζ(ũ, ṽ) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

ejkζ(ũxn+ṽyn), (A2)

As it is discussed in Ref. [44], when the positions of antennas are optimization variables,
the problem is nonlinear and non-convex, however it can be solved as a convex problem
iteratively by first-order Taylor expansion, as in:

f i
ζ(ũ, ṽ) =

1
N

N

∑
n=1

ejkζũxi−1
n (1 + jkζũεi

n)e
jkζ ṽyi−1

n (1 + jkζ ṽβi
n)

≈ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

ejkζũxi−1
n ejkζ ṽyi−1

n (1 + jkζũεi
n + jkζṽβi

n),

where |βi
n| � 1, |εi

n| � 1

(A3)
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where i denotes the iteration index, and εi
n and βi are the movement in x and y axes at ith

iteration, respectively. xi−1
n and yi−1 are the position in x and y axes at (i− 1)th iteration,

respectively. (A3) is a linear convex function that can be solved by Matlab CVX [45].
To enforce only subarray movements, {εi

n, βi
n}s are equal for all antennas in a subarray.

Finally, the optimization can be written as:

min
Ei ,Bi

γi

s.t. max(| f i
ζ({ũ, ṽ}SL)|) ≤ γi,

real( f i
ζ(0, 0)) = 1,

|εi
n| ≤ µ, |βi

n| ≤ µ, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}

(A4)

where Ei = {εi
1, εi

2, ..., εi
N} and Bi = {βi

1, βi
2, ..., βi

N}. {ũ, ṽ}SL is the set of all side lobe
angles (ũ, ṽ)SL and µ is a predetermined number. As the elements are domino tiles, there
should be a distance of at least λ between the phase center of each domino at one subarray
with the phase centers of other dominoes at adjacent subarrays for fabrication possibility.
This could also be added as a constraint to (A4), as discussed in Ref. [44].
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